
Reading Work Sample Exemplar: Literary Text 
Task Title: “Ex-Basketball Player” 

 
SCORES AND COMMENTARY 

(Phrases in bold are taken from the Official Reading Scoring Guide): 
 

Demonstrate Understanding: 4 
The margin notes and the summary provided in response to question 1 support that this 
reader has an accurate literal understanding of main ideas and supporting details 
in this poem. The information inserted into the Venn diagram in response to question 2 
adds little additional evidence that might move this score above a 4. It lacks discussion 
of subtleties or complexities in the text that would allow the reader to score a 5 in this 
trait.  
 
Develop an Interpretation: 4 
In the response to question 3, the reader has identified a key clue in the poem (textual 
evidence) that indicates the author’s theme or message (“He never learned a trade, he 
just sells gas, checks oil, and changes flats.”). However, the interpretation made by this 
reader, while reasonable (“Flick probably wishes he went further with basketball than 
just high school”), is a bit of an oversimplification of what Updike is trying to say in the 
poem. The same can be said of the statement, “Updike wants to encourage readers to 
follow their dreams, or at least get a job doing something they like.”  A more supported 
explanation of the theme comes at the end of the response to question 4: “He [Flick] 
misses the past, but he can’t return to it.” The prediction made in this response is also 
reasonable (“Flick will most likely keep the same routine he has been doing.”). 
 
Analyze Text: 4 
The text analysis reflected in the response to question 5 shows that the reader can 
provide analysis of how literary devices contribute to the effectiveness of the 
selection (“They show the transition of Flick over time.”) However, this analysis is not 
developed enough to achieve a higher score. The same is true of the response to 
question 6 (“The purpose is to draw basketball back in to Flick’s adult life.”). In both 
cases, though, the reader does provide some textual evidence as support. The 
response to question 7 is too broad to provide support for a higher score (“The author’s 
use of imagery and figurative language throughout the poem is interesting and it makes 
me want to read more...”) While the reader does provide some evidence in the margin 
notes that she can recognize literary devices like personification and simile, there is no 
attempt to comment on their effectiveness which might have resulted in a higher score 
for Analyze Text.  
 
 


